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ABSTRACT
Casino Employee Gambling Behavior
by
Karen Barbara Duquette
Dr. Terry Knapp, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Psychology 
University ofNeva&, Las Vegas
This study described the gambling behavior and the prevalence o f problem and 
pathological gamblmg among casmo employees. Casmo employees (N = 271) from a 
local Hotel/Casino m Las Vegas, Nevada completed self-report questionnaires, which 
included The South Oaks Gambling Screen (Lesieur and Bloom, 1987), as well as some 
additional questions specific to casino en^loyees, then work environment, and then 
gambling behavior. The rate o f pathological gambling among the sample was 20.3%. 
Despite no gender differences with regard to gambling pathology, males and females 
differed in rate o f play, amount o f money wagered, and types o f casino games played. 
Additionally, a  number of other characterises o f casino employee gamblers were 
assessed, mcluding various envnonmental fectors and their nnpact on the gambling 
behavior o f casmo employees.
ui
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The 1990s have experienced a massive explosion o f legalized gamblmg 
throughout the United States. The proliferation of gambling in the United States began 
with the establishment of the New Hampshire lottery in 1964, was bolstered by the 
introduction o f river boat gambling m the 1970’s, and received additional impetus in 
1988 when The Federal Indian Gammg Regulatory Act was passed. This Act allowed 
federally recognized tribes to offer different fypes of legalized gambling firom bingo to 
fell scale casinos (Elia & Jacobs, 1993). By 1995 nearly 25 states had casinos on 
riverboats, at dockside accommodations, in urban areas, and on Native American 
reservation trust lands (Eadington, 1996). In recent years, the amount spent on 
commercial gambling has surpassed expenditures on admissions to spectator sports, 
movie theaters, theme parks, and live entertainment (Eadington, 1996). In 1997 
consumers spent over 20 billion dollars on casino gambling, an 11.2% mcrease from 
1996 (Christensen, 1998). In the same year, the gambling mdustry earned 50.8 billion, a 
6.2% mcrease fiom the previous year (Christensen, 1998). To date, every state except fer 
Utah and Hawaii have some form o f legalized gambling, and twenty-shc states have 
Native American or independent casinos (Christensen, 1998). A similar ecpansion o f 
gaming has taken place m Canada in the 1990V Prior to 1990, only “charity” casinos.
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benefiting non-profit organizations or exhibitions, were legal m the western provinces of 
British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba; but by 1996 casinos could be 
found in Wmnipeg, Montreal, Halifax, Wmdsor, Quebec, and Nova Scotia (Eadington, 
1996).
The desne by states and local communities to capture economic benefits and the 
increasing citizen demand for the gambling opportunities are the main impetuses for 
legalization of casino gambling. Job creation, tax revenues, economic development, and 
mvestment stimulation are a few o f the perceived economic benefits of casino gambling, 
and are hresistible to many cities and states (Eadmgton, 1996). However, there are a 
number o f fears and concerns about the repercussions o f legalized casmo gambling. 
Among them is the perceived immorality o f the activity itself, it’s ties to organized crime 
and political corruption, and the social costs o f problem gambling among a percentage o f 
the population. Negative moral assessments o f gambling lost most of their force in the 
later part o f the twentieth century, and concerns about gambling’s link with organized 
crime and political corruption has diminished considerably since the 1970s (Eadington,
1996). However, the feial argument against the proliferation o f legal casmos, and then 
social costs is a critical issue when considering matters o f public policy and societal 
good. Although most gamblmg activity is done solely for entertainment purposes, a 
number o f studies have exposed a myriad o f detrmiental consequences of gamblmg 
behavior for a portion o f the population (Lesieur & RosenthaL 1991; Shaffer, Hall, & 
Vander Bilt, 1997).
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Definition o f Tenns
Pathological gambling is included in the American Psychiatric Association’s 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual o f Mental Disorders (1994) fourth edition under the 
category o f Impulse-Control Disorders Not Elsewhere Classified. The diagnostic criteria 
for pathological gambling require that the individual have a problem with resisting 
impulses to gamble, which has begun to affect the mdividual’s family, personal, and 
work life in a severely negative way. The APA states that “...the essential feature of 
pathological gambling is persistent and recurrent maladaptive gamblmg behavior that 
disrupts personal, femily, or vocational pursuits. The diagnosis is not made if the 
gamblmg behavior is better accounted for by a manic episode...”(APA, 1994, p. 615). 
Other problems found to be associated with pathological gambling include substantial 
debts, depression and rise o f suicide, civil and criminal court appearances, and medical 
problems (Lesieur & Blume, 1987).
Disordered gambling studies have used a wide range of criteria and terms to 
define and describe the severity o f gamblmg behavior (Knapp & Lech, 1986; Shaffer, et 
al., 1997). It is contended that problem gambling subsists on a contmuum, ranging from 
no problems or few problems to very severe life threatening problems (Shaffer et aL,
1997). Although there is considerable agreement among researchers regarding the nature, 
scope, and austerify o f problem gambling, there is a large range o f opinion regarding the 
terms used to describe the various stages along the contmuum of problem gamblmg. For 
example, those mdividuals who do not experience any problems with gamblmg have 
been labeled “non-problem” or “recreational” gamblers. Those experiencing some 
problems with them gamblmg are often called “at-risk”, “in-transition”, or “potential
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
pathological gamblers”. Finally, those people experiencmg the severe negative 
consequences o f gamblmg fall near the end of the contmuum and are usually labeled 
“pathological”, “compulsive”, or “probable pathological”. Although researchers and 
treatment professionals have used a variety o f labels, mdividuals are grouped accordmg 
to the severity o f their gamblmg problems and these groups remain conceptually 
equivalent (Shaffer et al., 1997).
In recent years, researchers have identified three groupings or levels o f problem 
gambling (Shaffer et al., 1997). Level 1 represents the portion o f the population that does 
not experience any problems with gambling, and mcludes non-gamblers. Level 2 
classifies those persons who do not meet the full APA criteria fer pathological gamblmg 
(e.g., “problem”, “at-risk”, “potential pathological”). Finally, Level 3 is that part o f the 
population experiencing severe problems as a result of their gambling. These individuals 
meet the APA criteria for pathological gambling, or if the diagnostic criteria have been 
changed, they are conceptually equivalent to the current APA criteria.
Since pathological gamblmg was mcluded as a dmgnostic category with the 1980 
edition of the DSM, a number o f different mstruments based upon DSM criteria have 
been developed to assess and measure the prevalence o f pathological gambling. The most 
widely used o f those mstruments is the South Oaks Gamblmg Screen (SOGS) developed 
by Henry Lesieur and Sheila Blume (Lesieur & Blume, 1987). The SOGS is a 20-item 
questionnake based on DSM-HI criterm fer pathological gamblmg. It was constructed 
from a large pool o f items by using discriminant analysis. Included m the development 
sample were patients with diagnoses o f substance abuse and pathological gambling, 
members o f Gamblers Anonymous, university students, and hospital en^foyees. Family
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members and counselors mdependently validated the results o f this analysis, and internal 
consistency and test-retest reliability were established. A score o f 0 on the SOGS is 
scored as “no problem”. A score o f 1-4 classffîes the respondent as havmg “some 
problem” with gambling, and a score o f 5 or more identifies an adult respondent as a 
“probable pathological gambler”. The SOGS may be self-administered or administered 
by nonprofessional or professional interviewers, and has been used to screen fer 
gambling problems in numerous populations and treatment settings (Lesieur & Blume, 
1993).
Disordered Gamblmg Among Adults,
Adolescents, and College Students 
Prevalence rates o f disordered gambling have been derived from many segments 
o f society. The segment most often assessed is the adult general population. The most 
comprehensive assessment to date is a meta-analysis study undertaken by Shaffer and his 
colleagues (1997) who reviewed 120 studies conducted between 1977 and 1997. They 
estnnated that the past-year rates (the potential number o f active cases durmg the past 12 
months) o f Level 3 gambling fer the adult general population was 1.14% (ranging from
0.90% to 1 J8% ). However, it was suspected that the prevalence rates o f problem 
gambling in the adult general population is a conservative estimate o f the entire 
population’s gambling-related problems because mmority groups, the homeless, and 
individuals living in institutions are often not mcluded (Shaffer et aL, 1997).
There is considerable evidence that a s^nffîcant amount o f adult pathological 
gamblmg has strong antecedents m teenage involvement m gamblmg (Custer, 1982;
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Livingston, 1974). Problem gambling among adolescents is often viewed by clinicians as 
a pre-clinical state. However, because disordered gambling can be progressive, most 
researchers view adolescents as a particularly at-risk group for the future development of 
pathological gamblmg (Volberg, 1993). A number o f prevalence studies have supported 
the contention that adolescents are vulnerable, finding that they have higher rates of 
problem gambling than the adult general population (Govoni, Rupcich, & Frisch, 1996; 
Ladouceur, Dube, & Bujold, 1994; Lesieur & Klein, 1987; Volberg, 1993). Upon 
examination of nearly all the prevalence studies conducted since 1977, Shaffer and his 
colleagues (1997) estimated that the past-year rates o f Level 3 gambling among youth in 
the general population is 5.77% (ranging from 3.17% to 8 J7% ).
With the proliferation of casino gambling in the United States, a number of 
studies have fecused on students with new and ready access to casinos. Accessibility to 
casmo gamblmg by adolescents has been a problem, especially when a college or 
university is located fefrly near the casinos. In 1990, Frank reported a survey o f the 
gambling behaviors of college students from a college near Atlantic City, New Jersey, 
which offers individuals an abundance o f casmo-type games. Data was collected over a 
three-year period, from 1986 to 1988, and a total o f636 students participated m the 
survey. Six percent of the entire sample scored five or higher on the SOGS, classifying 
them as potential pathological or Level 3 gamblers. Sixty-snc percent o f those who 
reported gamblmg were under 21. The students preferred playing slot machmes (64%), 
and 47% said they would probably or definitely return to an Atlantic City casino.
A year later, Lesieur and his colleagues (1991) studied the gambling behavior and 
rate o f pathological gamblmg among 1,771 students from six colleges and universities m
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New York, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Texas, and Nevada. The study feund that students in 
Nevada, New York, and New Jersey, where legalized gambling is readily available, 
gambled more than students in Oklahoma and Texas, where only a minimal amount of 
legalized gamblmg opportunities are available. Furthermore, students from Nevada, 
which offers the largest variety o f types o f gambling on a 24-hour basis, gambled more 
than students in New Jersey and New York. Additionally, more students m New York, 
New Jersey and Nevada were categorized as problem gamblers, compared to those in 
Texas and Oklahoma.
In 1992, Steve Oster assessed the prevalence o f underage gambling among 544 
college students at the University ofNevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas offers the largest 
variety o f legalized gambling 24-hours a day and some forms o f gambling (slot machmes 
and video poker) can be found almost anywhere (e.g. casmos, restaurant/bars, gas 
stations, grocery stores). He found that 92% of the students under 21 years old had 
gambled, and a little over half had gambled m a casmo. Twenty-two percent o f the 
students sampled reported gambling weekly. Usmg the SOGS to measure the rate of 
pathological gambling among the sample, Oster found a l l  .2% rate o f pathological 
gamblmg among the entire sample and the rate increase to 16% when the sangle was 
restricted to those students 21 years old and older. In a  follow up sample o f 350 
University ofNevada, Las Vegas students, Oster and Knapp (1994) found a  pathological 
rate o f 8.0% amo% those students under 21 years old, and, the rate increased toi 1% 
among those o f age to gamble. OveraH, the SOGS scores ofUNLV students in the above 
studies were substantially higher than those found in other collegiate gambling studies.
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One possible explanation for the higher SOGS scores is the close proximity o f the 
students in Las Vegas, Nevada to gamblmg opportunities.
Regional Differences and Availability
The earliest national prevalence study o f adults (Commission, 1976) had 
estimated that 1.1 million people were “probable compulsive gambler^’. More 
importantly, they suggested that regional variation might exist in prevalence rates, with 
the highest rates occurring where gambling opportunities are readily available. For 
example, they found that Nevadans who bad not moved to Nevada for gambling had a 
significantly higher rate o f probable compulsive gamblmg than citizens o f other states. 
Based on the data collected, the Commission’s main concern regarding the proliferation 
o f legalized gambling was the potential of mcreased numbers of pathological gamblers 
with the mcrease in gambling availability. Since the Commission’s review, the 
accessibility to an ever larger variety and fypes o f gambling has been growmg steadily, 
and has been consistently linked with mcreased gamblmg behavior and mcreased rates of 
pathological gambling (Emerson & Laundergan, 1996; Volberg, 1994; Wallisch, 1993, 
1996; Schaffer, et aL, 1997).
One of the main hypotheses o f the Shaffer, et. al., (1997) meta-analysis was that 
the prevalence of disordered gamblmg is changing over time. In accordance with then 
hypothesis, Shaffer and his colleagues found that “...durmg the past two decades, 
gamblmg disorders have evidenced an increasing rate among adults sampled from the 
general population...”(Shaffer, et aL, 1997, p. iv). However, their meta-analysis of 
nearly all the prevalence studies regarding disordered gamblmg frdled to find significant
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
regional variation m the rates o f disordered gambling across the United States. 
Nonetheless, they acknowledge that there was insufficient statistical power to reveal 
moderate regional differences and did not rule out the possibility o f regional differences 
if a  sufficient amount of data could be obtamed. Despite the above finding, a number o f 
studies have evidenced significant differences in gambling behavior and rates o f 
disordered gambling in regions where gambling is readily available compared to states 
without legal gamblmg, or where legal gamblmg is harder to come by (Lesieur et aL, 
1991; Volberg, 1994).
In 1994 Volberg conducted a study o f the prevalence o f probable pathological 
gambling in the adult general population in Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey, 
California, and Iowa. Usmg the SOGS. prevalence rates o f probable pathological 
gambling in the Eastern states and California, where legalized gambling has been 
available for more than 20 years, was approxhnately 1.5% of the adult population. In 
comparison, the rate o f probable pathological gamblmg in the Midwest, where legalized 
gamblmg has been available for less than 10 years was less than 0.5% of the adult 
population.
There were significant changes m the availability o f legalized gamblmg m 
Minnesota from 1990 to 1994. Prior to 1990 Minnesota’s residents could partake m pull- 
tabs, pari-mutuel horse track bettmg, and Native American high stakes bingo and video 
gambling machines. With the 1990’s came The Minnesota State Lottery, and Native 
American reservations began establishmg fiill-scale casmos. Emerson and Laundergan 
(1996) assessed changes m problem gambling among adults from 1990 to 1994. They 
found that Nfemesotans who saM they had gambled m the past month mcreased from
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23% in 1990 to 41% in 1994, suggesting an increase in gamblmg frequency.
Additionally, in 1990 when Minnesotans had to leave the state to gamble in casinos, only 
9% reported engaging in casino gambling. However, when casino style gaming become 
more accessible, those who reported gamblmg in casinos mcreased to 40% m 1994. 
Finally, using the SOGS-M, a more conservative version o f the SOGS, Emerson and 
Laundergan (1996) found evidence o f an increase in the incidence o f problem gambling 
from 1990 to 1994.
Disordered Gambling Among Special Populations 
Recently, there has been an increased research interest in “special populations”. 
According to Shaffer and his colleagues, special populations are those “prevalence 
studies that include samples having at least one notable or unique characteristic that 
distinguishes the group finm the general population” (Shaffer et al., 1997, p. 12). These 
unique characteristics make these populations more likely to have a higher rate of 
disordered gambling than the general populatioiu Some o f the prevalence studies 
investigated included samples of military persoimeL video lottery terminal players, and 
Native Americans.
Ever since the Federal Indkm Gaming Regulatory Act was passed in 1988, there 
has been a rapid expansion o f legalized gambling on Indian reservations throughout the 
United States. As of 1998, thirty states had some form o f fridian gaming and eleven had 
casino gambling (hotemational Gaming & Wagermg Busmess, 1998). Because Indian 
gaming is spreading so rapidly, and gamblmg is becommg mcreasingly more available to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Native Americans, they may be at a higher risk for pathological gamblmg than the 
general population.
Elia and Jacobs (1993) were the first to examine the prevalence rate o f potential 
and pathological gamblmg among Native Americans. They administered the SOGS to 
Native American and Caucasian patients on the alcohol treatment ward o f the Ft. Meade 
Veterans Administration HospitaL Seven (22%) Native Americans scored a 5 or higher 
on the SOGS placmg them in the pathological gambling category. Six (19%) were 
potential pathological gamblers, scoring a 3 or 4 on the SOGS. Combined, 41% of the 
Native American sample experienced some problem with gambling.
Although samples o f prison inmates have notably higher rates o f problem 
gambling in general, regional differences are quite apparent. Walters (1997) assessed the 
prevalence o f problem gamblmg among 363 medium security federal prison inmates in 
Pennsylvania. Using the SOGS, 5.2% of the sample attamed scores consistent with a 
diagnosis o f pathological gamblmg (scoring 5 or above). In comparison, Templer, Kaiser, 
and Siscoe (1993) administered the SOGS to 136 mmates m a medium security prison in 
Nevada and found that 24.26% were probable pathological, scoring a 5 or higher.
In 1995, The Gammg Research Group conducted a nationwide survey o f gaming 
and gambling. When mterpretmg the results, Cosby (1995) discusses “The Proxhnity 
Factor”, which is described as “the relative dûtance or nearness of potential customers to 
casmos” (Cosby, 1995, p. 1). The sample (n=I514) was divided mto three groups: Close 
Proximity (those who said there was a casmo in or near thehr community); Near 
Proxhnity (those who stated tha% was a casino within 100 miles o f theh home); and 
Dhtant Proximity (those who reported livmg more than 100 miles firom a  casino).
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Accordmg to the survey data, proxhnify was strongly related to whether or not an 
mdividual gambles. Among the three identified groups, the Close Proximity Group had 
the highest rates of gamblmg. Over 40 percent o f the Close Proximity Group stated that 
they had gambled in the last year. Twenty-eight percent of the Near Proximity Group 
gambled in the last year, while the rate for the Distant Proxhnity Group was only 17 
percent. Additionally, proximity was related to how often individuals gamble. Forty-two 
percent o f the Close Proximity Group reported going to casmos at least once every three 
months. The figure dropped to twenty-three percent o f the Near Proxhnity Group and, 
only 17 percent o f the Distant Proxhnity Group reported v6hmg a casino at least once 
every three months.
Most recently (1999), The National Opinion Research Center at the University o f 
Chicago collaborated with Gemini Research, The Lewin Group, and 
Christiansen/Cummings Associates on a study o f gamblmg behavior, problems, and 
attitudes. In their report, when the availability o f a casmo was whhm 50 miles, the rates 
o f problem and pathological gambling was higher (nearly double) than the rates o f the 
combined sample, which consisted o f 2,417 adults surveyed at home via telephone and 
530 adults intercepted in gaming facilities.
The gamblmg mdustry in the United States has become a vital segment o f the 
economy m many states. With the proliferation o f gamblmg come increases m the 
number of people who live close to gambling fecilities and work in the gamblmg 
mdustry. In 1997 it was estimated that ̂ )proximately 372 thousand people were 
employed in the gambling industry (Christensen, 1998). Most of the jobs m the casmo 
mdustry are kibor mtensive, and aside from bemg a dealer, no specffîc training or
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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educatioiL is needed. As the gamblmg industry grows increasing numbers o f employees in 
the gambling industry are being exposed to intensive gamblmg either through the direct 
delivery o f gamblmg services (i.e., dealer, slot person, casmo host), or through mdirect 
support positions (Le., cocktail server, change person). To date, there has been only one 
small study of casino employees’ attitudes and habits with regard to gambling (S. G. 
CoUachi, & Taber, 1987). Thirty-four employees from three large casmos in Reno, 
Nevada were asked about their frequency o f gambling, gambling habits, opinions of 
others who gamble and gambling itself. Although many o f CollachL et al’s findings are 
consistent with problem gambling (Le., borrowmg money between paydays), no 
consistent, quantifiable, mstrument was used to measure problem gamblmg.
Objectives o f Current Study 
Since the aforementioned pilot study m 1987, there have been no studies 
conducted on a population that is potentially at high risk for developing problems with 
gamblmg because it’s o f it’s close proximity to a gaming envfronment. Not only are 
casino employees livmg near the casmos in which they work, but many employees are 
also constantly exposed to intensive gamblmg while they work. Additionally, gamblmg 
opportunities are readily available to casino enq>loyees. In Las Vegas, nearly all the 
casmos allow their employees to gamble during their off tune. In addition to bei% 
allowed to gamble, many o f the casmos offer various incentives to them employees if 
they cash their paycheck at their place o f enployment. Free drink tickets and monthly 
drawmgs are two ofthe most common forms o f employee incentives to cash paychecks.
Reproduced with permission o fthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Additionally, some casinos offer special gamblmg tournaments to their employees, such 
as video poker tournaments and football pools.
In view o f the absence o f information about the gamblmg behavior and 
prevalence o f problem gambling among casino employees, the first purpose of this study 
is to describe their gambling behavior. Gamblmg behavior is often characterized by the 
number o f difierent games one plays, frequency o f play, amount o f money wagered, and 
the amount o f time spent gambling (Mok & Hiraba, 1991). Because casino employees 
have easy access to casinos, casino-type games (Le., blackjack, slot machmes, video 
poker, bmgo etc.) were inqufred about Additionally, various gamblmg behaviors unique 
to casmo employees were assessed, such as whether or not employees gambled at their 
place o f employment The second purpose is to esthnate the prevalence o f problem and 
probable pathological gamblmg by casino employees usmg the South Oaks Gambling 
Screen (Lesieur & BImne, 1993). The final objective was to examme a number of 
possible predictors o f problem gamblmg. There are many ways that casmo employees are 
exposed to gambling. Merely workmg in the gamblmg mdustry exposes them to various 
gambling cues. Most casino employees are exposed to the bells and whistles associated 
with jackpots, the gamblers themselves, as well as opportunities provided by the casino, 
such as video poker tournaments. It was hypothesized that the more casino employees are 
exposed to gamblmg or partake m the various mcentives to gamble by the casinos, the 
higher their SOGS scores will be. For this study the foUowmg variables were chosen as 
predictors o f SOGS scores:
1. How much time casino employees had spent in the gamblmg mdustry.
2. The length of tune casino employees had worked their current job.
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3. The length o f time casino en^Ioyees had lived in Las Vegas, Nevada.
4. How often employees cashed their paycheck at the casino at which they were 
employed.
5. How often employees entered casmo drawmgs to wm cash or prizes.
6. Casmo employees proxhnity to gamblmg while working, either direct or 
mdirect. Direct proxhnity; Those employees who were employed in the direct 
delivery o f gambling services, or in dhectly related positions where 
employees are still consistently exposed to gambling and gamblers (e.g., 
cocktail server, change person, slot host). Indirect proximity: Those 
employees who were not employed in a position that would consistently 
expose them to gambling behavior (e.g., cook, waiter, maid).
Any quantitative data gathered on the gamblmg behavior o f casino employees 
will add to the very limited information currently available, and will hopefully begin the 
process o f separating foct from fiction and myth from reality. Employees placed at risk 
because of envhonmental stressors are mcreasmgiy the object o f federal regulations and 
private litigation. It is vital to begin to determine what special risks casmo employees 
may fece as a consequence o f thefr employment in the gammg mdustry.




Employees who voluntarily participated in this study were sampled &om a local 
hotel/casino in Las Vegas, Nevada. The questionnaire was administered m March of 
1998 and again durmg July. The local hotel/casino fix>m which the sample was drawn 
was chosen because its management consented to allow the author access to en^loyees 
through the relevant managers.
Many casmos m Las Vegas allow them employees to gamble. The local 
hotel/casmo &om which the sample was drawn allows most o f them employees to gamble 
both before and after their shift, with the exception o f a fow jobs, which have secured 
informatioiL Casino employees have access to gambling devices such as slot machmes, 
video poker, live keno, live poker, and bingo. Employees are not allowed to play live 
casino games such as blackjack, craps, and roulette.
Instrument
The assessment instrument was a  63-ftem questionnaire, which included the South 
Oaks Gamblmg Screen (SOGS), as well as a  number o f questions concerning gambling 
behaviors and socio-demographic data. Both English and Spanish translations o f the
16
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questîonname were made available due to the kirge percentage o f Spanish speaking 
employees at the hotel/casino. H. R. Lesieur (personal communication, March 19,1998) 
provided the Spanish version o f the SOGS and a translation o f the remaining items was 
obtained by the author.
The South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS) was used with permission o f Lesieur 
(personal communication, March 19,1998), who developed the instrument. The SOGS is 
based on the DSM-in diagnostic criteria of pathological gamblmg and is a reliable, valid 
mdicator o f gambling problems (Lesieur & Blume, 1987). Additionally, it has been 
translated into many languages, for use m other countries (Ladouceur, 1991; Martinez- 
Pma, de Parga, Vallnerdu, Planas, Matep, & Aguado, 1991).
Questions one and two o f the SOGS address various forms o f gamblmg activities, 
are not scored, and, here were omitted. In place of these questions, a  number o f items 
were constructed to assess various types of legalized gambling available to casino 
employees. Questions concemmg types o f gambling, locations where gambling is 
available, as well as frequency o f play for each type o f game were modified from the Las 
Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority’s (1995-96) Clark Countv Residents Survev. 
Locations o f available gambling mcluded casinos, grocery stores, convenience stores or 
gas stations, and neighborhood bars. Additionally, the following casino-style games were 
mcluded as response options; slot machmes, video poker, blackjack (Iwe table games), 
poker (live table games), c r^ s , roulette, bingo, live keno, and race/sports book wagering.
The SOGS was scored accordmg to Leskur& Blume’s (1993) traditional scoring 
procedure. Additionally, individuals were classffîed as Level 1, Level 2, or Level 3 
gamblers. Thesecategories were developed by Shaffer et. aL, (1997) morderto conçare
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conceptually equivalent groups o f persons with disordered gambling from different 
studies. Those scormg 0 on the SOGS (range 0-20) had “no problem” with then 
gambling, according to Lesieur & Blume (1993), and were classified as Level I 
gamblers. Level 1 is comprised o f those who don’t gamble and those who show no signs 
of any problem regarding their gambling (Shaffer et. aL, 1997). Those scoring frx)m 1 - 4  
had “some problem” with then gambling and were classified as Level 2 gamblers, 
indicating they had experienced some problems related to then gambling behavior.
Casmo employees scoring a 5 or greater were considered “probable pathological 
gamblers” by Lesieur & Blume (1993) and were indexed as Level 3 gamblers. According 
to Shaffer et. aL, (1997) Level 3 gamblers are “those who meet established diagnostic 
criteria for pathological gamblmg,” mdicatmg a gamblmg pathology (p. 21).
Procedure
All participants were at least 21 y ^ rs old and were mformed that the study 
addressed the gambling behavior o f casino employees. The local hotel/casino from which 
the sample was drawn is open 24-hours a  day. Therefore, to ensure that every employee 
received an opportunity to partfeipate, all managers were requested to offer the 
questionnaire to all the enq)loyees whom they supervised. A consent form was attached 
to the front o f the questionnaire providmg mformation about the study. The consent form 
explained who was conducting the study, the purpose o f the study, and that partic^ation 
was completely voluntary and would m no way effect them employment with the casino. 
Appended to each questionnaire was a  debrie&ig statement that provided frmther 
mformation regardmg the stucfy, as well as tekpbone numbers for any additional
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questions that might arise. Participants were provided envelopes with the prmted words: 
“To Ensure Confidentiality, Please Place Survey in Envelope & Seal”, and managers 
were requested to return all questionnaires to the Office o f Human Resources within one 
week.
The initial collection yielded approximately 200 completed questionnaires. The 
local hotel/casino employs approxhnately 1200 people; consequently, a second collection 
was conducted in order to enlarge the sample size. The second collection was made on 
three separate days during each o f the three shifts (day, swing, and graveyard). Casino 
employees were asked to con^lete the questionnaire while on their break in the break- 
room of the hotel/casmo. The secoiul collection process yielded an additional 71 
completed questionnâmes.
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RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Of the 1200 questionnâmes distributed, 279 were completed for a return rate of 
approximately 23%. Only eight o f the questionnaires translated into Spanish were 
completed. These were not included m the analysis because most of them were 
incomplete. Additionally, because the Spanish translation o f the SOGS has not been 
validated, the eight questionnaires obtained would not be sufficient to provide a 
validation index. Therefore, 271 subjects were used in the analysis.
The sample was nearly evenly divided between males (49.4%) and females 
(48.3%). About 20% of the san^>le fell between the ages o f 21 and 30. Thirty-one percent 
were between the ages of 31 and 40, and the majority o f the sample (48.3%) was 41 or 
older. The ethic composition was as follows: About 78% of the sample were white; 6.6% 
African American, 3.3% Asmn \ Asian American, 8.1% Hispanic, 1.5% Native 
American, 1.1% Pacific Islander, and .7% reported some “other” ethnicity.
Approximately 49% of the sample were married, 24.7% single, 23.6% divorced or 
separated, and 2.2% widowed. Forty-one percent o f the sample earned less than $20,000 
per year. About 43% earned between $20,000 and $40,000 per year, and 11.4% earned 
$40,000 or more. Ten percent o f the sangle had attended grade school or some high 
school, and almost 37% bad foiished grade twelve. Forty-three point two percent had
20
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attended some college, and almost 10% had graduated college or attended graduate 
schooL*
About 91% percent o f the sample were full-time employees. Thnty pomt she 
percent of the sample reported working their present job for less than one year. Forty- 
seven point six percent reported bemg at their present job from 1 to 5 years, and 21.7% 
reported current employment for 5 years or longer. Over 50% of the sample had 
previously been en^loyed in a casino, and 45% had spent at least five years working in 
the gambling industry."
Rates o f Reported Gambling 
Approximately 91% of the employees reported gambling at sometime m their life, 
46.3% reported they gambled once a week or more often, and 7.3% o f the sample said 
they gambled almost everyday. Nearly 28% o f the sample said they had been gamblmg 
from one to five years, and about 57% reported gambling for five or more years. Slightly 
more than 36% reported spending one hour or less when they gambled, 37.3% gambled 
from 1 to 3 hours, and 16.7% reported spending 3 or more hours gambling. Shcty-five 
point five percent said they bad gambled at the casino where they were employed, and 
25.3% reported gambling in the casmo once a week or more often. The majority o f the 
casino employees gambled either after work (25.7%) or on thefr days off (20%). Slot and
‘ Missing data for demographic variables are as follows: gender (n =6,2.2%); age 
(n = 1, .4%); ethnicity (n =  1, .4%); marital status (n=  I, .4%); income (n = 12,4.4%).
^(n = 2, .7%) o f the sanqtle foiled to report how long they bad worked mtbe 
gamblmg industry.
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video poker machmes were the most popular forms o f gamblmg. About 82% played 
video poker when they gambled, at least sometimes, and 72% at least sometimes played 
slot machines when they gambled.
Males reported gambling almost everyday nearly twice as often as females said 
they gambled. Aside from daily play, there were no substantial gender diffirences with 
regard to rates of gambled (see Table 1).
Table 1
Frequencv of Reported Gamblmg bv Male and Female Casino Emplovees
Frequency Male Female
Almost every day 11.3% 6.1%
Once a week or more 46.6 48.1
Once or twice a month 21.1 18.3
Less than once a month 14.3 16.8
Once a vear or less 8.3 9.9
However, the types of games played by males and females varied substantially. 
Males tended to play craps, blackjack, live poker, and wager on race and sports, while 
females preferred bmgo. Males and females played video poker, slot machmes, and live 
keno equally (see Table 2). The number o f casmo games played was also positively 
correlated with the average amount spent gamblmg (r = .47, N =267, p < .001).
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Table 2
Percent o f  Emplovees Reportfpg Plav o f  Types o f Casino fiâmes
Type o f Casino Game Male Female Total
Blackjack 59.1% 40.0% 493%
Race and Sports 54.6 22.5 38.6
Craps 35.1 16.9 26.0
Keno (live) 39.5 513 45.4
Poker (live) 27.5 63 16.9
Roulette 34.4 20.8 27.6
Slot machines 713 76.3 73.7
Video poker 823 88.4 85.3
Whfle 91.2% of the casmo employees gambled, most reported doing so with small 
amounts o f money; 41% reported gambling $20 or less when they gambled, while 103% 
reported gambling more than $100 when they gambled. Though a greater percentage o f 
females (49%) than males (42%) reported spendmg $20 or less when they gambled, 
nearly twice as many males (14%) as females (7.5%) gambled more than $100 (see Table 
3). The amount o f money spent on gamblmg was positively correlated with total scores 
on the South Oaks Gamblmg Screen (r = .47, N = 242, p < .01). Addhionally, 31.7% o f 
Level 3 gamblers (those with a score o f 5 or higher on the SOGS) reported gambling 
more than $100 when they gamble.
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Tables
Amount Reported Wagered bv Gender
Amount of money gambled Male Female
$20 or less 42% 49.1%
$21 to $100 43.8 43.3
$100 or more 14.0 7.5
Prevalence of Problem and Pathological Gambling 
According to the origmal scoring procedure of the South Oaks Gambling Screen 
(SOGS) in conjunction with the three levels o f disordered gamblmg described by Shaffer 
and his colleagues (1997), 35.1% of the sample had “no problem” with their gamblmg 
and could be classified as Level 1 gamblers. For^-feur point six percent of the sample 
scored a 1 through 4 on the SOGS indicating they had “some problem” with their 
gambling and could be classified as Level 2 gamblers. Finally, 20.3% o f the employees 
scored a five or greater on the SOGS indicating they were “probable pathological 
gamblers”, placing them in the most severe category of disordered gambling. Level 3. 
Using a more conservative measure for level 2 gamblmg (scores o f 3 or 4 on the SOGS), 
13.7% of the employees experienced problems with gamblmg.
There were no gender differences m rates o f probfem and pathological gambling. 
ForQr-four percent o f males and 44.3% of females experienced some gambling problems 
(Le., they scored a 1-4 on the SOGS). The percent o f males and females classified as 
probable pathologmal gamblers was 19.4% and 21.4% respectively (see Table 4).
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However, using a more conservative measure, a score of 3 or 4 on the SOGS, 9.7% males 
and 17.6% o f females experienced some problems.
Table 4
fiamhlmg Levels o f Male and Female Casino Emplovees Based on SOGS
Level I Level 2 Level 3
Males 36.6% 44% 19.4%
Females 34.4 44.3 21.4
In other words, approximately one out o f every five casmo employees fell mto 
Level 3 gambling, meetmg the established diagnostm crfteria for pathological gambling, 
regardless o f them gender. In addition to gender. Level 3 gambling was not significantly 
correlated with age, racial/ethnic background, marital status, education, mcome, job 
status (full verses part-time), or whether the employee owned or rented them livmg 
accommodations.
SOGS scores were positively correlated with rate of play for most games of 
chance includmg blackjack (r = .22, N = 267, p < .001), race and sports bettmg (r = 33,
N = 264, p < .001), craps (r = .19, N = 266, p = .001), and video poker which had the 
highest correlation (r = .35, N = 263, p < .001). Video poker was also more highly 
correlated with the average amount o f money gambled than any other casino game (r = 
.46, N = 259, p < .001), and the average amount o f time spent gamblmg (r = .33, N = 237, 
p < .001). Both male and female Level 3 gamblers (those who scored a  5 or greater on the 
SOGS) were significantly more likely to report playing blaclgack (males, 2,N  = 132)
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= 14.48, p = .001; (females, 2, N = 130) = 10.51, p = .005, and video poker X* (maies, 
2, N = 129) = 19.66, p < .001; X* (females, 2, N = 129) = 16.41, p < .001 than other 
casino games. However, only male Level 3 gamblers are significantly more likely to 
report wagering on race and sports X  ̂(2, N = 129) = 19.66, p < .001 than other casino 
games.
Gambling created a number of problems for some o f the casino employees. 
Fourteen percent of the casino employees said that someone had criticized them 
gambling; 9.6% said they had argued with someone they live with over gambling; 7% 
admitted hiding evidence o f gambling, such as betting slips or lOUs from fomily 
members, and 3% reported loosing time from work or school because of gambling.
Casino employees also experienced serious financial problems as a result of them 
gambling. Nearly 13% reported borrowing from household money, 6.3% from bank or 
credit companies, 14.8% from credit cards, 4.8% confessed to passmg bad checks, and 
4.1% said they had sold personal property m order to gamble (see Table 5).
In addition to personal problems, employees classified as level 3 gamblers 
reported them parents as havmg had problems with gambling. Fifty percent o f the 
employees who scored as Level 3 gamblers reported havmg had a fother with a gambling 
problem, 41.7% of the Level 3 gamblers had a mother with a gamblmg problem, and 50% 
reported that both parents had a gamblmg problem. Level 2 gamblers reported nearly 
identical percentages o f parents with gamblmg problems as the Level 3 gamblers. Fifty 
percent of the Level 2 gamblers reported having bad a fether with a gambling problem, 
50% had a mother with a gambling problem, and 50% repotted that both parents had a
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gambling problem. Additionally, twice as many females bad parents wbh gambling 
problems than males.
Table 5







Said that someone had criticized their gambling 13.4% 15.3% 14.0%
Argued with someone they live with over gambling 9.0 10.7 9.6
Hid evidence o f gamblmg (e.g. betting slips, lOUs) 8.2 53 7.0
Lost time from work or school because of gambling 23 3.8 3.0
Borrowed from household money 11.9 14.5 13.0
Borrowed money from bank or credit companies 
to gamble
6.7 53 6.3
Borrowed money from credit cards to gamble 13.4 16.0 14.8
Passed bad checks to gamble 53 4.6 4.8
Sold personal property to gamble 3.7 4.6 4.1
Correlations with Other Employee Factors 
Total scores on the South Oaks Gambling Screen were positively correlated with 
the amount o f tune spent working in the gamblmg industry (r= .12 ,N  = 269, p < .05), the 
amount o f time spent gamblmg (r = 36, N =245, p < .001), and the average amount of 
money gambled (r = .45, N =267, p < .001). A significantly larger number o f employees 
who scored m the pathological range on the SOGS (a score or fore or h%her) were
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employed m the direct delivery o f gambling services, or in dnectly related positions 
(30.7%), compared to 13.8% who worked jobs that have little or no contact with 
gamblmg (1, N = 253) = 10.58, p < .005. Additionally, twice as many employees who 
received t^s, m addition to their pay, scored m the pathological range on the SOGS 
compared to those who did not receive tips on the job. This relationship proved to be 
significant, (1, N = 270) = 732, p < .005.
Multiple Regression Analysis 
A number o f nongamblmg variables were introduced into a muk^le regression to 
assess which would be best at predicting an mdividual’s total score on the South Oaks 
Gambling Screen. A standard mult^le regression analysis was performed between scores 
on the SCXjS as the dependent variable and the amount o f thne spent in the gambling 
mdustry, the length o f time spent in current job, the length o f time living in Las Vegas, 
how often employees cashed their paycheck at their place o f employment, and whether 
they were employed dnrectly or indhectly in the delivery o f gambling services. Analysis 
was performed usmg SPSS 7.5 REGRESSION and SPSS FREQUENCIES for evaluation 
o f assumptions. Results o f evaluation o f assumptions led to the use o f mean substitution 
for missing data. Additionally, two o f the predictors, length o f time spent in current job 
and length of time living in Las Vegas were excluded fit>m the final analysis because 
they were correlated with each other, as well as correlated with the amount o f tune spent 
m the gamblmg mdustry. Amount o f time spent working mtbe gambling industry was 
deemed the more important variable, and was maintained as an independent variable. 
Table 6 displays the standardized regression coefficients (P) and their significance, R
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squared, and adjusted R squared. The overall Multiple R is .259, and was significantly 
different from zero, F(4,266) = 4.77, p < .05. Thus, these variables explain only 6% of 
the variance in SOGS scores.
Table 6
Multiple Regression o f Variables with South Oaks Gambling Screen fSOGSl
R = 35 
Adjusted R = .05 









(frequency o f cashing 
paychecks at a casino)
DRAWINGS
.12 p< .05
(frequency o f entering 
drawmgs for cash or p r i^ )
PROXIMITY
.12 p< .05
(proximity o f employees to 
gambling devices and patrons)
TIME WITHIN INDUSTRY
.14 p< .05
(amount o f thne workmg 
in the gamblmg mdustry)
.12 p< .05
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION
The results o f this study indicate that gamblmg is widespread among casino 
employees. Moreover, rates of pathological and problem gambling among casino 
employees are substantially higher than those reported for the adult population. The rate 
of Level 3 gambling among casino employees was 20.3%, compared to a rate o f 1.35% to 
1.85% among the adult general population (Shaffer et. aL, 1997). In light o f these 
findings, foture research needs to focus on the various associations between accessibility 
to gambling and the high rates o f problem and pathological gambling. Additionally, 
because there have been no prior studies on problem and pathological gambling o f casmo 
employee^ a longitudmal analysis is imperative. A longitudmal analysis would provide a 
base o f mformation that could be used for conq>arison with other samples, as well as 
comparisons withm the sample at different points in time.
In generaL gamblers in this study could not be easily distinguished by race, sex, 
education, marital status, or mcome. However, chronological age was found to be 
negatively related to gambling participatfon, a  folding consistent with Mok & Hraba’s 
(1991) «(tensive study on age and gambling behavior. However, because the majority o f 
casino employees in this study were 41 years o f age or older, caution must be taken when 
interpreth% this association.
30
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Gender Differences with Regard to 
Gambling Behavior and Pathological Gambling 
In much o f the past research men have been found more likely than women to 
become pathological gamblers (Lindgren, Youngs, McDonald, Klevow, & Schrmer,
1987; Volberg, 1994). The present study found no differences between males and females 
with regard to thefr propensity for gambling pathology. Consistent with this finding. The 
National Opinion Research Center at the University o f Chicago et. aL, (1999) found no 
statistical differences between men and women in thefr telephone survey. Although no 
differences were found between males and females for rates o f gambling pathology, this 
study did find that the number of men who reported gambling “nearly daily” was almost 
twice that o f women, and, on average, males bet more money than females, a finding 
which is consistent with prior research (Abbott & Cramer, 1993). In this study, more men 
choose to play games such as blackjack, craps, and sports bettfrig, while women more 
often engaged in bingo. Prior research has found that men are more likely to choose 
activities which mvolve some skiU, while women more often engage in games o f chance 
such as bmgo and lotteries (Lmdgren et. aL, 1987). For this study only casino games were 
considered. Future research on casino empfoyees should investigate all types o f gambling 
venues.
Characteristics o f Casmo Employee Gamblers 
Casino employees typically wagered on about four deferent casino games, and 
the more games particq)ated in, the more money they were likely to wager. Prior research 
has found positive associations between the number o f different games played and the
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amount o f money wagered, although those studies were not limited to games found in a 
casino-type setting (Abbott & Cramer, 1993).
This study uncovered a number of interestihg findings regarding video poker. In 
this study video poker was associated with problem gambling and increased amounts o f 
money spent gambling. Prior research has found that excessive gambling is often 
associated with types o f gambling which allow repeated and rapid cycles o f wager, play, 
and determmation, and video poker machines satisfy the criteria (Dickerson, 1984; 
Orford, 1985). Recently, Quinn and Pike (as cited m Deaton, 1998) found that among 553 
video poker players in South Carolina 20 percent could be classified as problem 
gamblers, with 38.6 percent playing two or more times per week. Because video poker 
machines were the most popular forms of gambling for both male and female casino 
employees, more research needs to focus on the effects o f these types o f machmes on 
problem gambling.
Another significant findmg o f this study is the association between the length o f 
thne a casmo employee has been employed in the gammg mdustry and the degree of 
excessive or pathological gamblmg. This relationship may be critical in cities such as Las 
Vegas and Atlantic City where gamblmg is widespread and a large percentage o f people 
are employed in the gambling mdustry. Lesieur (1982) found that gamblers, particularly 
problem gamblers gravitate towards gambling conq>atible careers, therefore it is 
important to discover whether persons with tendencies toward gamblmg gravhate 
towards careers in the gambling mdustry.
This study demonstrates that a number o f cash» employees experienced serious 
adverse financial consequences as a result o f thefr gamblmg. These financial
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complications are demonstrated through the borrowing o f money from various venues 
such as banks or credit cards, to passing bad checks and selling personal property. The 
National Opinion Research Center at the University o f Chicago et. aL, (1999), found that 
problem and pathological gamblers have higher rates o f certain types o f foiancial 
probkms than nongamblers and gamblers who experience no or fow problems with thefr 
gambling. Problem gamblers often engage m crimes in an attempt to obtain money for 
gamblmg, and the most typical types o f offenses include theft, forgery, fr-aud, 
embŒzlement, and misappropriation (Lesieur, 1983; Blaszczynski & McConaghy, 1994; 
Meyer & Fabian, 1996). Additionally, research has shown that problem gambling 
negatively impacts an individual’s employment through exploitation o f thne and 
fmances, lateness and absences from work, and even stealing or embezzlmg ftmds from 
work. (Lesieur, 1989; Platz, Duquette, Davis, & Sheremeta, 1999).
Envfronmental Factors and Availability 
on Gamblmg Behavior 
There has been a long-standing belief among clinicians that mcreased 
opportunities to legalized gamblmg leads to increased numbers of problem gamblers 
(Volberg, 1994; Cox, Lesieur, RosenthaL & Volberg, 1997). In Las Vegas gamblmg by 
casino employees is permitted and even encouraged by casmos through various 
incentives, such as paycheck cashing drawmgs and free drmk tickets. This study found 
that a majority o f casino employees gambled at the cashio where they were employed, 
and most o f those reported gambling either after work or on thefr weekends. Because 
gamblmg is readily available to most casmo enq>loyees, and there is high rate o f probkm
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gambling among them, the hnplications o f this data must be addressed through additional 
research and treatment services for those individuals with gambling-related problems.
It is quite possible that various aspects o f the casmo environment provide an 
unpetus for problem gamblmg. This study found that the longer one was employed in the 
gamblmg industry the more likely they were to score in the pathological range on the 
SOGS. Additionally, working in the dfrect delivery o f gambling services, or in directly 
related positions was associated with gambling pathology. Finally, those en^loyees who 
received tips, in addition to their pay were more likely to score m the pathological range 
on the SOGS. Future research should investigate what impact close proxhnity has on the 
rates o f problem and pathological gambling and the progression o f the disorder among 
casmo employees as weU as the relationship between subsidiary income and pathological 
gambling.
Program and Treatment Implementation
Although there have been no prior studies on problem gamblmg among casino 
employees, in 1988 Harrah’s Hotels and Casinos recognized problem gamblmg among 
their patrons and casmo employees and established the Employee Task Force. Harrah’s 
task force found that gamblmg problems do contribute to poor employee performance, 
theft, and turnover (Sherman, 1989). More recently. The Nevada Gaming Commission 
through the authority o f the Nevada State Legislature adopted a series o f regulations 
designed to assist those individuals wfth gamblmg problems (Nevada Gaming 
Commission, Regulation 5.170,1998). The regulations include the development o f 
programs which woukl permft patrons to be removed ftomacasmo’s direct mail
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marketing lists, posting phone numbers of a problem gambling hot Ime and providing 
literature on the nature and tymptoms of problem gambling in conspicuous places, such 
as near gaming and cage areas; and hnplementing a traming program for all employees 
who dfrectly deal with gambling in order to educate them on the nature and symptoms of 
problem gambling and assist them with helpmg customers obtam mformation about 
problem gambling programs. The data presented here strongly endorse the presence in 
the gaming mdustry o f proactive employee assistance programs to address the social, 
personal, and corporate consequences of pathological gambling by casino employees.
Any conclusfons drawn from the current data, however, must be viewed m the 
light of limitations to the study design. Due to issues of confidentiality, stratification data 
for the entfre population was not made available, and therefore, a comparison with the 
sample could not be made. In foture research, a representative sample o f casmo 
employees should be chosen for generalfoability. While caution should be taken in 
generalizing beyond the casmo from which the sample was drawn, it is clear that there 
are casmo en^loyees with gambling-related problems m the sample and probably m 
sùnilar casmos nationwide. Additionally, because problem gamblmg is a sensitive topic 
for many individuals, and the SOGS is a foce valid instrument, the prevalence rates for 
Level 2 and Level 3 gambling may actually be conservative esthnates.
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